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	Foundation HTML5 Canvas: For Games and Entertainment teaches you how to make exciting interactive games and applications using HTML5 canvas.

	

	Canvas lets you produce graphics, animations, and applications using the HTML5 and JavaScript web standards. It allows you to draw directly within the browser without the need for third-party plugins like Adobe Flash, and so canvas works perfectly across desktop and mobile devices, like the iPhone and Android.

	

	Foundation HTML5 Canvas begins by introducing you to HTML5 and the cool new features that it opens up for you. You are then offered a quick guide to JavaScript programming to get you up to speed. Next up you'll receive a thorough introduction to the canvas element, which teaches you how to draw objects within the browser with great ease.

	

	Once the basics are covered you'll move on to the more advanced features of canvas, including image and video manipulation. You'll also learn how to create realistic animations with the help of some basic physics.

	

	Foundation HTML5 Canvas then teaches you how to create two thrilling space-based games using all the skills you've learned so far. You'll find plenty of code examples and illustrations designed to help you understand even the most complex of topics.

	

	HTML5 is already here for you, and Foundation HTML5 Canvas will provide you with all the information you need to enjoy the show.

	

	What you'll learn

	
		The exciting new features that HTML5 brings and how to use them
	
		The basics of programming in JavaScript and capturing user input
	
		What the canvas drawing element is all about and why you'd want to use it
	
		How to utilize both basic and advanced features of canvas
	
		How to create realistic animations using canvas and a splash of physics
	
		How to make interactive games using canvas, JavaScript, and other HTML5 goodies



	Who this book is for

	The book has been written in a friendly way that makes it approachable to beginners and experts alike. It is predominantly for Web designers who are new to HTML5 and JavaScript, and covers the absolute basics of creating interactive games and applications using the HTML5 canvas element. Experienced Web designers and programmers will also learn about all the features of canvas and how they can be used within their own projects. Flash and Silverlight developers wanting to broaden their reach across the Web and mobile devices will also benefit from the information in this book.
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 Performance Optimization and Tuning HandbookDigital Press, 2007
Database professionals will find that this new edition aids in mastering the latest version of Microsofts SQL Server. Developers and database administrators (DBAs) use SQL on a daily basis in application development and the subsequent problem solving and fine tuning. Answers to SQL issues can be quickly located helping the DBA or developer optimize...
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iPod & iTunes: Missing Manual, Second EditionO'Reilly, 2004
In this freshly updated edition, New York  Times tech columnist J. D. Biersdorfer blows open  the secret doors of this gleaming, chrome-and-white beauty.  With humor and authority, she lays bare an astonishing  collection of useful tips, tricks, and shortcuts, and covers  all iPod models for both Mac and Windows,...
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Gaussian Harmonic Analysis (Springer Monographs in Mathematics)Springer, 2019

	
		
			Authored by a ranking authority in Gaussian harmonic analysis, this book embodies a state-of-the-art entrée at the intersection of two important fields of research: harmonic analysis and  probability. The book is intended for a very diverse audience, from graduate students all the way to researchers working in a...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY OS X MavericksVisual, 2013

	Clear, step-by-step instruction guides you through OS X Mavericks


	If you want to get quickly up to speed on the newest (and now cat-free) OS X operating system, OS X Mavericks, this easy-to-follow book is just the ticket. Designed for visual learners, Teach Yourself VISUALLY OS X Mavericks uses rich, full-color...
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Teach Yourself VISUALLY Excel 2007 (Tech)Visual, 2006
Are you a visual learner? Do you prefer instructions that show you how to do something — and skip the long-winded explanations? If so, then this book is for you. Open it up and you'll find clear, step-by-step screen shots that show you how to tackle more than 150 Excel 2007 tasks. Each task-based spread includes easy, visual directions for...
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Advances in Computers, Volume 66: Quality Software DevelopmentAcademic Press, 2006
This volume of Advances in Computers is number 66 in the series that began back in 1960. This series presents the ever changing landscape in the continuing evolution of the development of the computer and the field of information processing. Each year three volumes are produced presenting approximately 20 chapters that describe the latest...
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